Room Typology: Classroom - 1A Tablet-Arm (Movable)

COVID-19 Return to Campus: Classroom & Instruction Labs - Capacity Reduction Diagrams

Typology 1A: Full Capacity
Enrollment: 25

Typology 1A: 58% Reduction
Enrollment: 11

CCPS 2480

Circle = 6' Diameter

Description - Desks (24"x30")

Planning - Design - Construction
June 10, 2020
Room Typology: Classroom - 2 Sled-Based Desks (Movable)
COVID-19 Return to Campus: Classroom & Instruction Labs • Capacity Reduction Diagrams

Typology 2: Full Capacity
Enrollment: 54

Typology 2: 62% Reduction
Enrollment: 15

MCMICKEN 211

Description - Sled-based desks (24"x35")

Circle = 6' Diameter
Room Typology: Classroom - 4B Tables & Chairs (Movable) - Small < 40
COVID-19 Return to Campus: Classroom & Instruction Labs • Capacity Reduction Diagrams

TYPLOGY 4B: FULL CAPACITY

TYPLOGY 4B: 54% REDUCTION

CCPS 02

CIRCLE = 6' DIAMETER

DESCRIPTION - DESKS (18"X54")
CIRCLE = 6' DIAMETER

Room Typology: 6 Tiered, Fixed Table & Chairs
COVID-19 Return to Campus: Classroom & Instruction Labs - Capacity Reduction Diagrams
Room Typology: 7 Tiered, Fixed Tables & Movable Chairs

COVID-19 Return to Campus: Classroom & Instruction Labs - Capacity Reduction Diagrams

University of Cincinnati

KOWALEWSKI HALL
211

CIRCLE = 6' DIAMETER

DESCRIPTION - FIXED STATIONS (30"x60")
Room Typology: Skills / Simulation Labs - 8D Non-Simulation / Debrief / Training

COVID-19 Return to Campus: Classroom & Instruction Labs - Capacity Reduction Diagrams

Typology 8D (CON Task Training): FULL CAPACITY (CAP: 32)

Typology 8D (CON Task Training): 75% REDUCTION (CAP: 8)

Circle = 6' Diameter

Description - Movable Tables (24"x60") & Chairs
Room Typology: Skills / Simulation Labs - 8H Nursing / Respiratory Therapy

COVID-19 Return to Campus: Classroom & Instruction Labs - Capacity Reduction Diagrams

PROCTOR 115D

CIRCLE = 6' DIAMETER

DESCRIPTION - MOVABLE TABLES (24"x60") & CHAIRS + HOSPITAL BEDS
DESCRIPTION - ORGAN, PIANO, & TABLET ARM DESKS (24"X30")

CIRCLE = 6' DIAMETER

CIRCLE = 12' & 15' DIAMETER
Room Typology: Music & Theater Labs - 14G Costume Tables & Sewing
COVID-19 Return to Campus: Classroom & Instruction Labs - Capacity Reduction Diagrams

Typology 14G: Full Capacity
Enrollment: 25

Typology 14G: 36% Reduction
Enrollment: 16

Description - Costume Tables (36"x96") Sewing Machines (18"x48")

Circle = 6' Diameter
CIRCLE = 6' DIAMETER

DESCRIPTION - DRAFTING TABLES (36"X60")

Room Typology: Music & Theater Labs - 14H Studio - Drafting Tables
COVID-19 Return to Campus: Classroom & Instruction Labs - Capacity Reduction Diagrams
CIRCLE = 6' DIAMETER

DESCRIPTION - EASEL (12"X36")
CIRCLE = 6' DIAMETER